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Abstrat
In this paper we onsider the Kaluza-Klein elds equations in presene of a
generi 5D matter tensor whih is governed by a onservation equation due
to 5D Bianhi identities. Following a previous work, we provide a onsistent
approah to matter where the problem of huge massive modes is removed,
without relaxing the ompatiation hypotheses; therefore we perform the
dimensional redution either for metri elds and for matter, thus identifying
a pure 4D tensor term, a 4D vetor term and a salar one. Hene we are
able to write down a onsistent set of equations for the omplete dynamis
of matter and elds ; with respet to the pure Einstein-Maxwell system we
now have two additional salar eld: the usual dilaton one plus a salar
soure term. Some signiant senarios involving these terms are disussed
and perspetives for osmologial appliations are suggested.
⋄
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1 The Problem of Matter in Kaluza Klein
An open issue, in the framework of the ompatied 5D Kaluza-Klein ( KK)
theory ( [1℄-[4℄ ), is the problem of matter dynamis ( [5℄, [6℄, [7℄ ), as well
as the presene of the extra salar eld φ ( [8℄, [9℄ ) in the model and its
interplay with partiles motion. The ommon approah to the test partile
dynamis onsists in a generalization of the geodesi approah we use in
General Relativity. Therefore, given the 5D geodesi equation,
DwA
Ds5
= 0,
where ds5 is the 5D line element and w
A = dx
a
ds5
is the 5D veloity, we an
onsider its dimensional redution: the motion equation for the redued 4D
partile reads
D
Ds
uµ = Fµνuν

 ekw5√
1 +
w2
5
φ2

+ 1
φ3
(uµuν − gµν)∂νφ

 w25
1 +
w2
5
φ2

 , (1)
where w5 is the fth omponent of the 5D veloity w
A
- whih is salar
and onserved along the path, due to the Killing vetor provided by the
ylindriity hypothesis -, uµ is the 4D veloity of the 4D redued partile,
D
Ds
the 4D ovariant derivative and ek reads (ek)2 = 4G
c2
. By mean of the
presene of w5, we are able to dene the harge-mass ratio of the partile
whih is :
q2
4Gm2
=
w2
5
1 +
w2
5
φ2
(2)
While this proedure seems to be physially well-grounded, it atually turns
into some inonsistenies. The ratio above dened is upper bounded, and
we have:
q2
4Gm2
< φ2 (3)
If we assume φ = 1, whih is the simplest KK senario that allows us to re-
over the eletrodynamis, suh a bound is always violated ( for the eletron
ase we have
e2
4Gm2e
∼ 1042 ). To overome suh a problem, we ould assume
a large salar eld φ, but, as noted by some authors ( [10℄-[13℄ ), the pres-
ene of φ would aet the denition of the ne struture onstant, providing
violations of the Free Falling Universality ( FFU ) of partiles in eletro-
magneti bounded systems. In general, however, a large value for the salar
eld, whih is the sale fator of the extra dimension, would require a ne
tuning on the oordinate length of the fth dimension, in order to ensure its
unobservability, or otherwise it would lead us to the framework of large extra
dimension model. The problem of the orret evaluation of the harge-mass
ratio is indeed a longstanding puzzle in the framework of the ompatied
model. It is stritly linked, furthermore to the problem of the huge massive
KK modes. It is possible to show, via an hamiltonian analysis, that the
harge is diretly proportional to P5, i.e. the fth, onserved, omponent of
2
the 5D momentum. Taking into aount the ompatiation of the extra
dimension, we get a disrete spetrum of modes for the momentum, thus ex-
plaining the quantization of harge; xing the ground value of the spetrum
via the elementary harge e we get an extra dimension length below our ob-
servational bound, but, given the link between harge and mass, we obtain a
huge massive modes spetrum beyond Plank sale. Therefore this approah
is not onsistent with Lorenzian dynamis. This outome is a diret on-
sequene of the fat that we adopted a geodesi approah to desribe the
motion of the unredued 5D test partile in our ompatied model. Other
approahes to the test partiles dynamis ( and to extra dimensional physis
in general ) adopt dierent shemes onerning the properties of the extra
dimension, adopting a projetive approah ( [14℄-[16℄ ) or relaxing the ylin-
drial and the ompatiation hypotheses, like in brane-models ( [17℄, [18℄
) or indued matter theory ( [6℄ ), and deal with non ompat spae and em-
bedding proedure ( [19℄-[23℄ ) -whih at the end leads to the brane sheme-,
or still adopt the ompatiation hypothesis but fae the problem of the
motion using more than 5D and invoking a symmetry breaking mehanism
for the generation of mass ( [24℄ ). In this report we would add a proposal
to this debate, by onsidering an approah where, rather than giving up
the ompatiation hypothesis or the 5D bakground, we ritiise the as-
sumption that the 5D motion is a geodesi one and we start our analysis by
analysing the full eld dynamis involving a generi 5D tensor soure.
2 Revised Approah to Matter
In a reent paper ( [5℄), it has pointed out that the geodesi approah is not
the proper method to fae the motion of a test partile in the ompatied
5D KK bakground, beause it does not fulls two fundamental requests
that atually hold when we onsider the analogue proedure in GR. They
are the Equivalene Priniple, whih is indeed violated in the 5D framework,
and the assumption that we an dene the 5D partile as a 5D point like
objet, whih is no more guaranteed by the ompatiation of the fth
dimension at a low sale suh that we annot probe it at the present allow-
able energy sale. It has atually been suggested that the proper proedure
is to deal with a 5D onservation law onerning a generi 5D matter, i.e.
5∇ATAB = 0, and ahieve the denition of the partile trough a multipole
expansion, as it happens in GR with the Papapetrou proedure ( [25℄).
Here we follow suh an approah, embedding it in the general point of view
of the full KK elds dynamis; the aim is to enfore it, providing a physial
grounded meaning to the tensor TAB , and to ahieve a onsistent sheme for
a omplete redution of matter and geometry.
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2.1 Dynamis in vauum
It is worth starting our analysis by realling the formulation of the KK
dynamis in vauum. Let us onsider at rst the KK model in vauum.
The dynamis of elds is given by 5D Einstein equations
5GAB = 0 or -
what is not trivial to be remarked, being in priniple not guaranteed- by the
variational proedure applied on the 5D Einstein-Hilbert Ation whih reads,
in c = 1 units, S5 = − 116piG5
∫
d5x
√
J 5R, where JAB is the 5D metris, 5R
its assoiated urvature salar and G5 is an unknown 5D Newton onstant.
Performing the dimensional splitting, and after some rearrangements, both
proedure lead to the set ( [26℄, [27℄ ):
Gµν =
1
φ
∇µ∂νφ− 1
φ
gµν✷φ+ 8piGφ2T µνelectrom.
∇µ
(
φ3Fµν
)
= 0
✷φ = −1
4
φ3(ek)2FµνFµν . (4)
Here the usual Newton onstant G naturally arises dened as
1
G
=
1
G5
∫
dx5 ,
where l5 =
∫
dx5 is the oordinate length of the extra dimension.
In priniple, we would like to onsider the senario φ = 1, in order to restore
exatly the Einstein-Maxwell dynamis. However, suh a senario provides
an ambiguous feature: rst two equations redue to Einstein-Maxwell dy-
namis, while the last turns into the inonsistent result FµνF
µν = 0. There-
fore, the hypothesis φ = 1 an be onsidered only if we request it on the
Ation, before doing the variational proedure that leads to equations ( 4 ).
2.2 Redution of matter
To introdue matter in the dynamis, we now assume the existene of a 5D
matter tensor T AB and therefore we write down the full system for the 5D
Einstein equation in presene of 5D matter:
5GAB = 8piG5T AB (5)
where G5 is the 5D Newton onstant. Suh an equation ould be derived
from the 5D Lagrangian density
L5 = − 1
16piG5
√
J 5R+
√
J 5L
where the rst term is the 5D Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian and the seond is
the Lagrangian for the 5D matter. Our 5D matter tensor is dened in term
4
of the Lagrangian density as follows:
T AB = 2
(
δ5L
δJAB
− 1
2
JAB
5L
)
It is worth remarking at this step that we onsider the 5D Lagrangian density
and the 5D matter tensor as unknown objets. The dimensional redution
eventually will allow us to link the degrees of freedom of the unknown 5D
tensor to some reognisable 4D objets, therefore allowing us to provide their
physial interpretation. At rst, we note that the omponents of T AB should
represent a energy density with respet to the spatial volume , whih is a
4D volume inluding the extra dimension; hene, in order to move toward
a 4D tensor, whih is related to energy density with respet to a 3D spatial
volume, we need at rst a resaling via a proper length sale. Therefore,
given the oordinate length of the extra dimension, l5 =
∫
dx5, we dene
TAB = T ABl5, and at the same time we ahieve the resaling G = G5l−15
in the equation ( 5 ) whih is the same reparametrization we have in va-
uum. As a seond step, we observe that is possible to demonstrate that the
5D redued Bianhi identities hold, therefore the divergene of the tensor
vanishes, giving us a onservation equation, as a onsequene of the 5D in-
variane with respet to traslations. Finally, being metris eld governed by
the ylindriity hypotheses, we also assume that suh an hypothesis holds
for the matter tensor.
At last, we deal with the following model:
5∇ATAB = 0 (6)
5GAB = 8piGTAB (7)
∂5T
AB = 0 (8)
First two equations represent the proper 5D generalization of the 5D Ein-
stein equation, while the last takes into aount the ylindriity hypothesis
onerning matter elds. The dimensional redution of eq. (6), after some
algebrai rearrangements, yields the following set:
5) → ∇µ (φT µ5 ) = 0 (9)
µ) → ∇ρ(φT µρ) = −gµρ
(
∂ρφ
φ2
)
T55 + ekF
µ
ρφT
ρ
5
(10)
It is worth noting that the omponents T µν , T µ
5
, T55 are a 4D tensor, a 4D
vetor and a salar respetively. It looks like onvenient to dene:
T µνmatter = φT
µν jµ = ekφT µ
5
(11)
This way, we have:
∇µjµ = 0 (12)
∇ρ(T µρmatter) = −gµρ
(
∂ρφ
φ2
)
T55 + F
µ
ρj
ρ
(13)
5
Therefore, the rst equation gives us a onserved urrent jµ, oupled to the
tensor Fµν , while the seond desribes the dynamis of the tensor T
µν
matter ,
whih is oupled to the eld φ and Aµ trough the matter terms T55 and jˆµ.
We thus interpret jµ as the proper urrent related to the U(1) gauge sym-
metry and T µνmatter as the proper tensor representing the energy-momentum
density of the ordinary 4D matter. The last statement is enfored observing
that setting φ = 1 we reover the onservation law for an eletrodynamis
system, while, setting as zero the other soure term T55 and j
µ
we reover
the law ∇T µνmatter = 0, whih is what we expet from an isolate 4D matter
system. As well as we have done for the tensor and the vetor omponent,
we also re-sale the salar omponent dening now ϑ = φT55. A generi
heuristi argument an be provided as a support to this kind of saling in
term of φ. Let us ompare the denition of the starting tensor T AB with
respet to the denition of the matter tensor T µνmatter in GR; as previously
argued, the hypotheti 5D observer, will pereive a 4D spatial volume, in-
luding the ontribute of the extra dimensions, therefore we will have these
two denitions, being x a generi label for the omponents of the tensor and
Ex an objet with the dimension of an energy:
5D → Ex =
∫
dx5d3x
√
JT x (14)
4D → Ex =
∫
d3x
√
gT xmatter (15)
Now, using the ylindriity hypothesis , the ompatiation, and the redu-
tion formula
√
J = φ
√
g we have:
5D → Ex =
∫
d3x
√
g (φl5T x) (16)
Therefore, a omparison between the above equations suggests to dene, for
instane,
T µνmatter = l5φT µν = φT µν
whih is indeed the denition we naturally adopted following the dimensional
proedure.
Taking now into aount these denitions, the redution of eq. (7) leads
to the set
Gµν =
1
φ
∇µ∂νφ− 1
φ
gµν✷φ+ 8piGφ2T µνelectrom. + 8piG
T µνmatter
φ
(17)
∇ν
(
φ3F νµ
)
= 4pijµ (18)
1
2
R+
3
8
φ2(ek)2FµνFµν = 8piG
ϑ
φ3
Arranging the last equation with the trae of the rst we have:
✷φ = −1
4
φ3(ek)2FµνFµν +
8
3
piG
(
Tmatter + 2
ϑ
φ2
)
(19)
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This set of equations is supported by eq. ( 10 ) whih now we rewrite in
terms of new variables:
∇µjµ = 0 (20)
∇ρ(T µρmatter) = −gµρ
(
∂ρφ
φ3
)
ϑ+ Fµρj
ρ
(21)
At rst, we note now that the problem onerning the senario φ = 1 is
removed. In suh a senario eq. ( 21 ) leaves ϑ undetermined, eq. ( 17,
18 ) desribe a Einstein-Maxwell system, and nally eq. ( 19 ) turns into
a ondition whih xes ϑ for a given bakground. Hene, it is possible
to onsider a senario for metri elds where, assuming φ = 1, we get the
expeted oupling between matter and elds rebuilding exatly the Einstein-
Maxwell dynamis.
In general, we onlude that equations ( 17, 18, 19 ,20, 21) desribe the full
KK dynamis in presene of matter soure terms.
At the end of the dimensional redution proedure, the model looks like a
modied gravity theory where the modiation has to be addressed to the
presene of the two extra degrees of freedom we have in the elds setor
and in the matter setor respetively. It is important to emphasise that the
equation ( 21 ), whih we have derived from the 5D onservation law indued
by the 5D Bianhi identities, ould be as well derived letting the operator ∇µ
at on the equation ( 17 ) and using the 4D Bianhi identity, although the
proof is very long and onsists in a triky suession of algebrai steps. It is
important however to stress that this result enfores the onsisteny of the
whole proedure. In the same way, nally, eq. ( 20 ) is a diret onsequene
of eq. ( 18 ).
Test partiles dynamis The analysis onerning the dynamis of test
partiles has been done in ( [5℄ ), starting from eq. (13) and adopting a
Papapetrou multipole expansion , under the hypothesis that the test parti-
le is desribed by a loalized soure. We just reall now the outome for
ease of ompleteness. The partile turns out to be deloalized into the fth
dimension, and the equation desribing the 4D motion reads:
m
Duµ
Ds
= A(uρuµ − gµρ)∂ρφ
φ3
+ qFµρuρ (22)
The salar oupling fators are dened as follows:
m=
1
u0
∫
d3x
√
g T 00matter q=
∫
d3x
√
g j0 A=u0
∫
d3x
√
g ϑ (23)
It turns out that now m and q are not orrelated via w5; they are dened
in terms of independent degrees of freedom ( T 00 and T 0
5
) and therefore we
have no bound on q/m. The harge is onserved, as required by the presene
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of the U(1) symmetry; A is not onserved but there is no symmetry that
requires it. Atually, the relevant feature is that the mass term now is not
onserved ; its behaviour is given by the ondition
dm
ds
= − A
φ3
dφ
ds
(24)
Suh a ondition arises during the Papapetrou proedure in order to satisfy
the requirement uµ
D
Ds
uµ = 0. Finally, it is possible to show, via the Hamilto-
nian formulation of the dynamis and the anonial quantization proedure,
that, as well as the q/m puzzle is removed, the tower of huge massive modes
now disappear by the presene of an appropriate ounter-term in the disper-
sion relation.
3 Simple senarios
Putting together the elds dynamis with the test partiles dynamis we
now onsider some interesting senario whih in our opinion deserve some
eort to be pursued. For sake of simpliity we assume from now on jµ = 0,
Fµν = 0; the equations we are interested in are (19, 22, 24) :
✷φ =
8
3
piG
(
Tmatter + 2
ϑ
φ2
)
dm
ds
= − A
φ3
dφ
ds
m
Duµ
Ds
= A(uρuµ − gµρ)∂ρφ
φ3
• 2ϑ = −φ2Tmatter
This is the simplest ase: we have as a suitable solution of the salar
equation φ = 1; therefore we reover m = cost and Du
µ
DS
= 0, regard-
less the presene of A, whih now does not aets the motion equation,
thus we rebuild the Free Falling Universality ( FFU ) of the partile.
Therefore we have the GR theory
• ϑ = 0
Within this senario we have m = cost, being A = 0, therefore we
have again FFU and the equation
Duµ
DS
= 0, but in priniple φ is now
variable and we an look for eets of physis beyond GR.
• A = αmφ2
In suh a ase we still have FFU, beause m is ruled out from the
motion equation, but in general we have φ variable as well as m. No-
tieably, equation ( 24 ) an be now easily integrated and we have a
8
saling law for the mass:
m = m0
(
φ
φ0
)−α
(25)
It is worth noting that similar equations are interesting for various
model of dark matter ( [28℄ ) oming out from modied gravity se-
narios.
Other interesting hints an be ahieved by onsidering some simplied bak-
grounds like for instane the ase of homogeneous or spherially symmetri
bakgrounds. At rst, it is possible to prove that, as far as the homoge-
neous senario is onerned, the omoving veloity Uµ = (1, 0, 0, 0) is still a
solution of the motion equation, although the motion equation is modied
by presene of salar elds. This allows us to still employ the denition
T µνmatter = (ρ + p)U
µUν − gµνp for a perfet uid desribed in terms of its
pressure and density, and suggests to onsider a simple parametrization of
the extra soure ϑ like ϑ = φk (αρ+ βp). Suh a parametrization mimis
the equation of state p = γρ and at the same time takes into aount the
presene of φ. It is worth noting, moreover, that the ase k = 2 yields, for
a dust matter, to the senario A = αmφ2 we disussed above. On the other
side, looking at the exterior solution in a spherially symmetri bakground
( Generalized Shwarzshild Solution, [29℄-[33℄ ) it is worth remarking that
the behaviour of the mass distribution is given in the exterior region by an
equation of the form
Mg(r)∞φ−1,
whih thus oinides to our equation ( 25 ) for α = 1.
Conluding Remarks
The usual approah to matter in KK starts from the partiles dynamis
and results in a failure when ompared to the phenomenology, as far as the
ompatiation hypotheses is taken into aount. In this report we tried a
dierent approah, starting from the general dynamis of elds and it turns
out that this sheme oers a senario to deal onsistently with matter in
the framework of the ylindrial and ompatied KK model. A key point
is the extension of the ylindriity hypothesis to the matter tensor, whih
beomes loalized in 4D, i.e. the test partile is not loalized in the extra
dimension. Therefore the piture of the ompatied model we disussed
in this work represents a new point of view, with respet to the problem
of matter in Kaluza-Klein theories, and in our opinion it deserves further
investigations. If we restrit to the minimal senario φ = 1, whih is now
allowed as a suitable solutions of the redued 5D Einstein equations, then we
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reprodue the Einstein-Maxwell dynamis, either for elds, either for mat-
ter, providing onsistent denitions for the involved oupling fators. With
respet to suh a senario, the Kaluza-Klein model should be onsidered as
a valuable toy-model in order to develop a unifying geometrial piture of
interations. In this sense, it should be stressed that the revised approah
we disussed allows us to keep in the extradimensional senario the pres-
ene of an extra dimension ompatied at a very low sale; this is relevant,
beause it provides us an elegant explanation for the disretization of the
harge and for the generation of the loal U(1) gauge symmetry. With re-
spet to this senario, the perspetive of an extension of this approah to
multidimensional models with more than ve dimension should be onsid-
ered in order to fae the oupling of the other interations. As far as just the
5D model and its phenomenologial impliations are onsidered, however,
the most promising perspetives involve the presene of salar elds in the
dynamis. It ould be suggested that a dereasing behaviour of the eld φ
ould be responsible of the shrink of the fth dimension, giving a lose link
between a suitable ompatiation senario and the deloalization of parti-
les within the extra dimension; with this respet, an analysis of the suitable
behaviours of the salar eld in presene of matter should be reommended.
A natural arena where is possible to test the outomes of this model is the
framework of modied gravity theories. Indeed, among various approahes
to the dark matter/energy puzzle, a ommon one is to deal with modiation
addressed to the presene of salar eld ( [34℄-[39℄ ). As far as the model
we just presented here is onerned, a natural path of investigation should
be to address the eld ϑ to a dark matter soure, and the eld φ to dark
energy. With this respet, it appears interesting to develop the model in
some simplied senario, like the framework of an homogeneous bakground
or spherial symmetry. A omparison with theory of extended gravity in-
deed, would give insight about the possibility of this model to deal with
dark matter senario and provide onstraint on the salar degree of freedom
( whih in priniple ould be ruled out ). It an be stressed, for instane,
that the model we disussed is able to provide a physial ground for the ex-
istene of modied spherial solutions, whih otherwise, in vauum, should
be onsidered solitons or naked singularities ( [29℄-[33℄ ), and, in more detail,
to provide a senario for the searh of modied blak holes ( [40℄ ). It is
worth noting, nally, that at the end of the work we outlined some senarios
where, although some modied eets are still taken into aount, the Free
Falling Universality of partiles is reovered. Among these minimal senar-
ios, the most promising one is that where we hose to parametrize the extra
salar soure in terms of a power of the eld φ times a linear ombination of
density and pressure; depending on the parameter of this piture, suh a rep-
resentation fulls the Free Falling Universality of the partiles motion, and
it therefore appears as a good andidate for a physial hek of the model,
either with respet to a Friedmann/Shwarshild-like framework either for
10
a study involving perturbations with respet to an assigned homogeneous
bakground.
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